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California colleges will
Western Area
tonvene In the 12th
the Model
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institute
legional
at San Jose State
’ailed Nations
ttenorrow.
secretary-General Sam Obregon
call the institute to
of SIS will
opening General
oder at the 9 arn.
k.inntily meet IrW III COneert HulL
:1(11.1reSSES, deli’to six commit tee
meeting, held concurrently in Centennial hall.
IMITATES U.N.
Delegates will represent 26
(tunnies during the institute,
adoting their diplomatic policies
San effort to duplicate and understand a typical U.N. session.
SJS will enter three delegations.
Sharon Holly. Fred Karlsen and
Efrain Gugel will head Russian,
and Israeli groups. Russia
if two communist bloc na.
, be represented at the in-

-

May Have To ’Bargain’
For Traffic Ban on Seventh St.

F.OAVIng a noon luncheon in the
Spartan cafeteria, committees will
meet again to prepare for commitMereports at the General AssemNy meeting, 2:45 to 5 p.m. in the
men’s gym. The latter meeting is
clot to the general public.

OPEN DEBATE
Open debate in the General As natty is expected over several
So on oxamitte agendas. Questa include provision of food sur’limes for food-deficient countries,
aportionment of U.N. expenses
cal the rate conflict in South
Mriea.
Before presenting items to the
General Assembly, committees
MI have first reached agreement
si a position dating the morning
fissions.
SUN institute pages will be supplied by the following SJS sororities: Alpha Omicron Phi, Sigma
Kappa, Gamma Phi Beta, Alpha
PhKappa Alpha Theta, Alpha Chi
Omega Phi Mit and Delta Zeta.

.4r4
MAPPING PLANSSam Obreqon (center), secretary-general for
tomorrow’s Model United Nations Western Area Regional institute at SJS, shows the day’s schedule to Executive Assistants
Bob Pisano (left) and Dick Quigley.

TASC Hutchinson Talk
Tells Marx Philosophy

"Karl Marx has made an enor- stated the goats af the newly-remous influence on at least a bil- vived organization as the promolion people to date and the end tion of peace, civil rights and civil
Is not yet in sight," said Dr. Bud liberties. Locally, the club will
R. Hutchinson, assistant professor work for full constitutional, eduof business and economics, in a cational and housing rgihLs of
speech sponsored by TASC To- minority groups, and the eliminaward Active Student Community) tion of wasteful campus practices.
yesterday.
Professor Hutchinson was the
keynote speaker in a TASC lecture series titled "Modern PoSan .itise State .1nd Santa
litical and Economic Thought."
He explored three aspects of Clara university Asti officers
Marxist philosophy: the material- will gather at Lou’.. Village on
ist conception of history, the W. San Carlos st. tomorrow at
heavily regulated mercantilist sys- 6 p.m. for the annual student retem of economy, and the dialec- lations dinner.
One of the main items on the
tical movement of materialism as
after dinner schedule Is the signopposed to idealism.
ing of a student peace pact heAccording to Professor HutchOteen the two schools.
abolishinson, Marx foresaw the
Scheduled to speak at the fete
ment of capitalism by accumulaare SJS Dean of Students Stantive change, leading gradually to
ley C. Benz, ASS Pres. Brent
a socialist society.
Davis, and Santa Clara Student
Margaret Carson Hubbard,
Before introducing the speaker
itody Pres. Sam Sehastiani.
fierier U.S. vies’ consul to the Un- Ben Zlatarcrff, TASC president
ion of South Africa, will speak on
Is Africans See Africa," at 12:30
Thutsito in Morris Dailey
auditorium.
Her talk, sponsored by the colBV REDS
I s. HELICOPTERS III
lege lecture committee, will be
(’Al NGA1, South Viet Nam (UPI -Five U.S. helicopters were
Vann the public without charge.
MM. Hubbard, author of three hit by small arms fire yesterday in an assault on this Communist
f,ons on Africa, hiLs lived and rebel village in the Mekong river delta province of An Xiiyen near
the southernmost tip of South Viet Nam. There were no casualties
traveled extensively on that
con- among the American crew members of the helicopters, although
tinent and has made
lengthy stud- one damaged aircraft, had to be left in the battle zone. Highly reinlet of the social
and economic conforced elements of South Viet Nain’s 21st Thunderbolt Division were
Minn there.
airlifted to this delta yesterday.
A mutts] ie. of Vassar
college, she
Ira traveled
to Africa in 1922 to
’INSTANT I(’BM’ IS A SUCCESS
14 three yeaIN in the bush
counCAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPI)- The United States fired a
tr!’ of northcin Rhodesia and
study
ocean -spanning flight yesterday
Since then, Mrs. Hubbard Minuteman -instant ICBM" on an
Its s.turned
to score its third space success in 24 hours. The three-stage rocket
to the continent many
shot from an underground launching tube at 7:24 a.m, anti less than
tones, her
latest trip being a 1960
a target area
keneY le collect material for a 30 minutes later its dummy warhead plunged into
more than 3000 miles out in the Atlantic ocean. The shot is the sixth
itsk she is
currently writing on
straight success for Minuteman in firings from the buried silo,
N. African twilit
heal situation.
REBEL ACTION THREATENS TALKS
ALGIERS, Algeria IUFD - Algerian rebel forces in Tunisia
shelled French positions inside Algeria yesterday and threatened to
break off peace talks rut Evian unless the French yield to rebel
demands. The French army said the rebel shelling started Tuesday
night and was resumed again Wednesday night, causing civilian and
hi,
oal day to sub- military casualties.
aPplications in the
College
1.flion for five
OAS TO (’OMBAT CASTRO’S CUBA
members of the
trmlik."Tyllatt eommittee.
t’PIt The Organization of American States
WASHINGTON
APPliefilions must he
in the Un- yesterday set up a security committee to combat Communist sub315 S.
Ninth st., by noon and version in Latin America inspired by Fidel Castro’s Cuba. The OAS
t4rwiews will be
conducted this Council voted unanimously to establish a seven -nation committee of
111,Thoon from
2:30 to 5:30.
experts to investigate charges of real or planned Red subversion.
APPliCants must
submit a photo- The anti-Communist committee was set, up on orders of the recent
hr* or themselves with
their Inter-American Foreign Ministers council, which voted to oust Cuba
tOfili
cvia.
Application blanks are from the Western Hemisphere family of nations. This action follows
ie in the
Union
Cuba’s recent expulsion from the OAS.

’Truce’ Banquet

Former Diplomat
to Africa Speaks
liere Next Week

world wire

ASB pplications
Due Today at 12
Trxi,iy isI

By JOAN JACKSON
San Jose City Manager A. P.
(Dutch) Hamann yesterday explained what he meant when he
said SJS would have to "bargain"
If it wants to have Seventh st.
closed to traffic.
Hamann spoke of "bargaining"
with the college when he met with
the downtown renewal review committee Wednesday to give tentative endorsement to an estimated
$25 million renewal project west
of the college, bordered by Fourth,
Market, San Fernando and San
Carlos sts.
In an interview yesterday. Hamann explained, "I’m talking about
closing Seventh st, completely to
through traffic under certain conditions,
"The main condition," Hamann
emphasized, "is to work out an
agreement with the State of California’s department of public works
to reimburse the city’s costs of
widening other streets which will
bear the additional traffic."

problem posed by closing Seventh
Dr. William Dusel, vice presiat, Is that eventually Tenth st. dent of SJS, said he was not sure
would become an additional feeder what Hamann meant by "bargainto Santa Clara st. from the Los ing."
Gatos freeway.
"Perhaps he is beeping that Sari
At the meeting, Hamann told Jose State will consent to include
committee members, I’m saying it its land acquisition investments III
and I mean it. The college will have the total amount of local contrito bargain for the closing of that butions to urban renewal necessary
street and will have to help in the to obtain the federal loans for the
widening of other north-south area proposed in San Antonio
streets if Seventh at. is to be shut Plaza," Dr. Dusel said.
off."
Urban Redevelopment Director
He declared that "someone will Olney G. Smith, however, said,
have to foot the bill" for widening "There is no connection between
of Ninth and Tenth sts. He said the the Seventh at. closing and the San
college should consider pitching in Antonio Plaza development projto get state funds for such projects ect."
He explained that the federal
if Seventh at. is closed.
government pays two-thirds of the
NO FREE RIDE
total cost and a local public body
"The college might just as well
(city, county or college) pays the
prepare to step up and get acremaining one-third for the project.
quainted because it isn’t going to
be a free ride for anyone if we
CREDIT FOR COST
close off such an important tho"Under the federal law, money
roughfare," Hamann warned.
expended by the college for imHamann told the Spartan Daily proving or expanding land acquisiyesterday he favors closing Sev- tions, demolition or preparation
enth at, completely and not merely could be used as a credit for the
SECOND CHOICE
temporarily, as has been suggested.
Hamann indicated that an alHe indicated that the college I S
ternative solution to the traffic
could have the land "to use for
parking, gardens or anything it desires."
I
the college wanted to buy .
that section of Seventh st. land,
it would be very expensive," Ha-

Three Plac ed; "If
On Probation
This Week Vehicles Required
mall emPhasized.

Three SJS men were informed
this week that they have been
placed on official college probation for the remainder of the year,
according to Dr. Stanley C. Benz,
dean of students.
Two of the students attempted
to pre-register illegally and the
third student was apprehended for
theft in the Spartan book store.
On March 27, the men received
closed hearings before the ASB
judiciary who submitted recommendations to Dr. John T. Wahlquist, president of SJS.
Final decisions regarding the
students probationary status were
made by President Wahlquist.
Although official probation is
a penalty, Dean Benz said that the
students have a chance to help
negate the probationary status
on their records.
One of the conditions in the
penalty requires two hours of
work for the college a week, under the supervision of the school.
Reports are submitted on the student’s work performance, and the
dean said "it gives a student a
good chance to earn a good record."
Recently an employer contacted
the dean to tell him of the excellent performance of a student
who had been on probation. This
student, Dean Benz said, had received a very favorable work
record from the school.

Faculty Can Hear
Carmick This Noon
Etta ard S. Carl-nick, associate
professor of industrial engineering, will address members of the
SJS faculty at noon today in cafeteria rooms A and 13.
Professor Carmick, whose controversial campaign against the alleged weakening of national determination has caused concern
among S.TS faculty members, will
answer questions following his talk.
His appearance is being sponsored by the American Association
of University Professors and will
be open to all faculty members.

To Have Permits

COmpliance to SJS parking rules
was requested yesterday by Ralph
Gough, campus security officer,
concerning the permit system for
the school’s parking lots.
"All vehicles on campus must
have a regular permit or a visitor’s
permit," reminded Gough. "If a visitor’s permit has not been sent
out," he added, "the visitor’s host
should see that a permit is obtained to attach on arrival."

local share of the net project cost
If the land is one-fourth of a mile
from the campus," Smith explained.
"There is no tonnes:lion. We’re
just fortunate to have a plojeet
considered near the college cane
pus," he asserted.
The San Antonio Plaza Ls an
estimated $25 million renewal project which is being studied by the
renewal committee on a "full speed
ahead" basis.
The committee promised there
will be no mass leveling of all
structures within the project boundaries but will combine rehabilitation and spot clearance.
Some structures in the plaza
area are in satisfactory condition
and would not be touched, others
could be brought up to standard,
while some would not merit any
such expenditure and would be removed, officials said.
Smith pointed out that an estimated $2.5 million expended on improvements at SJS no doubt would
be allowable toward the local contribution for the project.

Artists To Show

Works Here Sunday

An exhibilion ami s.ai( it a V. itie t’tub;11S0
III’
variety of art forms by San Jose ship fund.
State students will be held in the
Entire proceeds from each sale
Art Gallery and front halls of the will go to the student who submitArt building Sunday from 10 a.m.- ted the art piece. Prices of each
5 p.m.
piece will be named by the student
Among the pieces in the exhibit and listed.
Entries to the show were juried
and sale are oil and water color
paintings, sculptures, ceramics and by a committee composed of aspencil drawings. All oils are sistant professors of art David P.
Hatch, Eric N. Oback and John V.
framed.
Tickets will be sold at the en- DeVincenzi.
trance to the exhibit for $1. ProHelping the Women’s club set up
ceeds from the ticket sales will the exhibit and sale and sell tickbe donated to the Art Student ets are the SJS chapters of Alpha
Scholarship fund by the San Jaw Gamma, social art fraternity, and
Junior Women’s club, sponsor of Delta Phi Delta, honorary art sothe exhibit and sale. The Women’s ciety.

Behind Iron Curtain

Music Professor Robinson Finds
Heartbreak Inside !ron Curtain
By PR! DY STAVIG
"Can’t you put me in the luggage compartment?
"I’ll drive a bus or anything to
get out of here."
These pleas were uttered by a
university student. He was young.
He was brilliant. He was behind
the Iron Curtain.
While acting as guide to Miss
Frances Robinson, professor of music at San Jose State, and her band
of American travelers, this young
man pleaded for help to "get out
from under this regime."
Though she could not help him.
Professor Robinson will never forget this experience.
On her tenth tour of Europe, the
traveling professor went behind the
Iron Curtain for the first time last
summer. There she found a feeling
of "heartbreak and despair."
’DEMOCRACY BETTER’
"To threw in our country who do
not like our democratic form 01
government," the petite professor
said in a firm and determined
voice, "let them visit the Iron
Curtain countries.
"Let them take even a quick look
at the electrified barbed wire
fences around the borders."
With deepest conviction, Professor Robinson stressed that, "It was
a place we’d want to leave and
never return."
Reminiscing, the professor re-

called going to many of the famous,
Cities behind the Curtain that she
had heard and read so much about.
Everywhere she found them terribly run-down. She found, too,

PROF. FRANCES ROBINSON
. . . discovers Russians’ plight
that the people wore looks of despair, disinterest and heartache.
IN YUGOSLAVIA
The professor remembered one
place behind the Curtain that was
enchanting. This was the festival
city of Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia. ,

Here she and her fellow travelers
saw a performance of the famed
"Hamlet" all in Yugoslavian! The
theater was in an old castle in
which they had to climb 300 steps
to se the performance.
Upon arriving in Vienna after
their view of life behind the Iron
curtain. Professor Robinson elatedly explained "how wonderful it
was to get back to God’s country
where there were no restrictions."
The trip, which was sponsored by
Mu Phi Epsilon, national music soiority, brought Professor Robinson. as the tour guide. to Portugal,
Spain, Greece, Italy, Yugoslavia.
Hungary, Austria, Germany. Mol1 a n d, England. Scotland, and
Czechoslovakia.
FONDEST MEMORIES
Among the fondest of her memories of her trip were an unexpected audience with Pope John
XXIII in Rome, viewing the Acropolis by night in Athens, and seeing
many of the great music festivals
,,f the world.
Having seen things many people
will never see, may seem like a
once-in -a -lifetime experience. Not
so for the ever-vivacious professor whose next trip will be as an
"ohmu," a person who travels from
rune island to another. On this
taunt she plans tee visit Tahiti. Fiji,
Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania
and Hawaii.
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Thrust and Parry

Editorial

250Yes,
iI

No?

’250 Word Limit
Unnecessary’

Unfortunately there was a misunderstanding about the
March 1 editorial in the Spartan Daily concerning the length of
letters submitted to and used in the "Thrust and Parry" column.
The Spartan Daily policy of limiting letters to the editor in
that column to 250 words is not new this semester: the policy
existed last semester and has existed for numerous semestetsin
the past but was not strictly enforced until now.
This semester the Daily intends to follow the rules. If it
finds the policy toward the "Thrust and Parry" column to be too
restrictive on letter writers, it will attempt to change the rules
rather than disobey or ignore them.
Formerly, the Daily has printed enormous letters which exceeded the 250-word limit. At the same time it has refused to
print others on the grounds that they exceeded the limit. If the
Daily is to be fair to all who submit letters, it must stick to its
policy on length.
Perhaps the policy will have to be changed. However, the
only way to test an existing policy is by following it instead of
ignoring it.
The Daily would appreciate student and faculty opinion
C.P.
about length of letters to the editor.

Editor:
Suggest "Thrust and Parry"
change to "Just Plain Wary."
Also 250-word limit unnecessary.
Letter writers should just complete, in 25 words or less, "I
." Best
Like SJSC because .
entry day might receive backlog of Spartan Daily editorials.
Mark Sheehan
English hist nictor

Writer Offers
Some Suggestions

President Discusses
Steel Disarmament
Washington UTBHighlights
of President Kennedy’s news
conference Wednesday:
STEEL
Kennedy asked the steel unions and management to resume
contract talks by next Wednesday instead of waiting until
after May 1. He said a steel
agreement was necessary for a
strong economy.
DISARMAMENT
Kennedy said he favored adding Berlin and Southeast Asia
to the agenda of the Geneva
disarmament conference next
week "if these matters come up
and any progress could be
made."
SPACE
Kennedy said he sent a message to Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev with specific proposals for Soviet -American cooperation in space. He withheld
details until the message was

received in Moscow.
FOREIGN AID
He said he was strongly
against a proposed congressional
resolution to cut aid to nations
that expropriate American firms
without adequate compensation.
TRADE
The President said the Geneva
trade agreement was about as
much as the government could
do toward better foreign trade
conditions until Congress approves his tariff liberalization
program.
B-70
Kennedy urged a cautious approach on the B-70 bomber program:. He said the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, with the exception of
the Air Force, thought the government should not commit itself to a major construction
program before tests of prototype bombers are evaluated in
1963 or 1964.
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Arrange with the Placement Office to talk with our engineering representative, who will be on campus Monday,
March 12, 1962.
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THE DUAL-1006 CUSTOM TURNTABLE

I.

* Is provided with one-piece tone-arns
that is designed like and performs as
well as many of the finest professional
*
*

tonearrns.
has a built-in stylus pressure meter.
can accommodate all standard sin
stereo or monophonic cartridges.

* is the only automatic turntable and
record changer with
fulti-purpose

stereo-mono switch
* is the most versatilegized automatic
turntable/record changer available.

79 So. 3rd Street

CY 7-7111

MEDICAL SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Pharmaceutical sales positions are now available
throughout the United States for men graduating
with majors in Chemistry, Pharmacy, Pre-Medical,
or Liberal Arts/Business Administration with some
Natural Science background. The Medical Service
Representative promotes the sales of antibiotics and
other pharmaceutical products to physicians, hos.
pital staffs and pharmacists. After an initial training
period covering product information, medical terminology, sales techniques and field experience, he
is assigned to a territory in which he alone is responsible for sales organization and growth. Territories
are designed so that little or no overnight travel is
required. He is paid a salary and has an opportunity
to earn a bonus for "plus" performance. Car and
expense account are provided.

Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc.
...a leading producer of antibiotics, with worldwide sales totaling more than one-quarter
billion dollars annually, will have a representative on this campus within two weeks. Contact
the placement Office for an interview

appointment.

Pfizer
Since 1849

ciencefor the work& wril-beiog

The Iranian students of San
Jose will sponsor the celebration of "Noe-Ftooz," Iranian new
year, on March 17 at 8 p.m. in
the Ste. Claire hotel.

has been celebrated in the San
Jose area for the past five years.
Persian music will accompany

presents challenging career opportunities to young engineers, helping to build the fastest -growing major city in
the nation.

* is the first automatic turntable and
record changer combination.
* Is the only automatic turntable . . .
manual turntable . . . and fully automatic record changer all in one.
* handles records more gently than you
could possibly do by hand.
* will automatically play any stack of
records, intermixed in sin from 7 to
12 inches. In any sequence!
* has individual drive gears for each

New Year Celebration Due
For SJS Iranian Students

The traditional Iranian event
E
occurs during the first days of
=
= spring and begins the new year.
E
=
"Noe-Rooz," meaning new day,

The tremendous growth and development of Los Angeles

=
=
=

THIS LIVELY DANCER will be one of the scheduled performers
during the Iranian new year’s celebration on Saturday, March
17. The annual event will be held this year at the Ste. Claire
hotel in San Jose.

Spaztanalify
Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934. at San Jose, California, under the act of March 3, 1879. Member California Newspaper Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose State
College except Saturday and Sunday,
during college year. Subscription accepted only on a remainder-of-semes.
ter basis. Full academic year, $9; each
semester $4.50. Off-campus price per
copy. 10 cents. CY 4-6414Editorial
Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
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Barr, Jess* Chambers, John Farmer,
John R. Henry, Barbara Herrington,
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traditional songs and dances.
Also on the entertainment agenda are Harvey Samuels orchestra and other performers.
Guests from broadcasting industries, press and college faculties are invited to the function.
Refreshments will be provided
during the evening. Those interested in securing tickets for
the event may contact the Ste.
Claire hotel or the International Center on Market at.
The celebration is staged for
the purpose of carrying on a
national tradition locally and to
create a closer tie with various
nationalities.

Want to prove how clever you
can be . . . and win money for
it?
The Spartan Daily is sponsoring a contest to find a name
for its color magazine section,
due April 4. First prize is $50.
Prizes of $25 and $10 are also
offered.
Just fill out the entry blank
found in the Spartan Daily
starting Monday and drop them
in the COLOR CONTEST BOX
in the Spartan bookstore. The
contest will run March 12-22.
All students, faculty members and employees at SJS may
enter. Only exceptions are Spartan Daily staff members and
Journalism and Advertising department faculty.
The Spartan Daily will also
provide helpful clues throughout
the contest.
Winning names will be selected on the basis of originality
and how they fit in with the
names of other SJS publications,
such as LaTorre, Lyke and the
Spartan Daily.
Contest starts Monday . . . so
think up names this weekend!
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America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
Wilda
Baughn
and Her Piano
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Stupidity of War
Must Be Known
Editor:
According to Professor Carmick, one of the tell-tale sign,of a subversive professor is that
he suggests "fear of the enemy"
to his students. Perhaps, by
"fear," Professor Carmick is
referring to that emotion which
causes one’s limbs to tremble
when one contemplates nuclear
incineration at the hands of
Russia. This emotion is akin to
that which one might feel at
the prospect of an American
attack upon Russia. The par -

Elvis Misses Out
Magazine Contest On ’Who’s Who
To Begin Monday

Old NN’orld Charm in Dining

SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

Editor:
I heartily agree with Brent
Davis that San Jose State
should become a major athletic
power and a secondary academic
power.
The plight of the poor barefoot track member rings the
heart. To be required to practice 15 hours, study and some,
even to work, besides, has
shades of forced labor. It makes
me feel like a shirker when last
semester I was carrying only 16
units and working 52 hours a
week.
I would like to make a couple
of suggestions to alleviate this
problem. Instead of paying ineligible basketball players, why
not lose the games initially and
earmark some of this money to
track. Maybe we could take the
money which would go to send
a team to the G. E. College
Bowl, which at the most, would
only be a five times performance, and buy a good shot putter.
Then there is the thought with
the emphasis, in schools of higher learning, now on academics;
it will make it easier for us to
become a major athleic power.
Todd Stewart
ASB 311

U
7

Die Rhinelander
Band
Fri. & Sat. Nifes

51 So. Market
CY 7-2002
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LONDON I UPI) Britain’s
new "Who’s Who" was published
yesterday and Elvis Presley can
save the $19.60 the 1962 edition
costs.
He has not been able to shake,
rattle, roll or twist himself into
this most atithoritative of the
reference books of people who
have arrived.
Instead the world of pop music is represented by two gentlemen with aging but tuneful
larynxes under the somewhat
unfamiliar given names of Francis Albert Sinatra and Harry L.
Crosby.
Presley sells more records and
has a more limber bone structure than either Frankie or
Bing. But by the mysterious
standards of "Who’s Who" he
is still years away from the accolade.

Spartan Graduate
On Historic Flight
Capt. Charles S. Bailey, 28, a
1955 San Jose State graduate,
was the navigator-bombardier on
the United States Air Force’s
13-58 Hustler that flew a round
trip mission from Los Angeles to
New York in .15i hours Monday.
Captain Bailey was commissioned as a second lieutenant in
the AFROTC program at SJS.
Ills parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Charles W. Bailey of 2343 Boxwood dr., San Jose,
BIG AUTO INSURANCE
SAYINGS ANNOUNCED
Women and married men over 21: $78
less $13 dividend, or e net of $65
(based on current 17 per cent dividend),
Smile men under 25: $252 less $43
dividend, or a net of $209.
510/20,000 Bodily Injury Liability:
$5,000 Property Damage end $500
Medical Payments. Other coverages at
comparable savings. Payments can be
made once. twice or four times a year
Call or write for full information to
George M. Campbell, 566 Maple Avenue,
Sunnyvale, REgent 9-1741 (day & site).

ten Lir order sit attack and retaliation bears little relation to
the strength of said emotion.
A recent newspaper report
from the East said that the
phenomena of fear has appeared
among numerous children of
grammar school age. Having
been exposed to air raid drills
in the classroom, war games on
the playground and mushroom
clouds in their coloring books,
they have somehow become
aware that their existences are
in danger. Smart kids. School
authorities have asked the
grammar school teachers to play
down the idea of atomic destruction. I suggest that it be played
up big. If every child became
aware of the ugliness and stupidity of wan perhaps the next
generation would reach maturity with an instinctual aversion
to war and violence. If, on the
other hand, the generation
turned out callous and hardened to human misery, it would
most likely proceed to destroy
itself, in which case nothing of
value would be lost.
Page Brownton
ASB 7220

Why Is Faculty
Silent on Issues?
Editor:
Between the crossfire of the
accusations of reactionaries and
of the administration’s power
over tenure, the college’s faculty has resigned itself to silence:
and silence in a teacher nourishes idiocy in a student. Our many
competent and some few gifted
professors might have the stimulating capacity to make students politically conscious and
critical. Yet, they lack the will,
the guts or the gall to do so.
With respect to this academic
anemia, in lieu of charges of all
ten kinds of subversion, we look
to the administration for illuminating guidance and it has
faithfully acquiesced. One sug-

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
The Alameda at Shasta
CY 4-7447
Sunday Services
8:30 & 11 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
N.
5

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP
(tailored for students)
11:00 a.m.: Studies in St. John
led by Dave Krueger.
6:00 p.m.: Beginning of twopart series discussino C. S.
Lewis’s book, "Beyond Personality."

gestion would be is
worthwhile
step on its part: to publicly
flounce its confidence in an.
teaching staff, and to affirm the
the
professional right to
ion. With the support
Jd this
single gesture, perhaps
our one.
time subversive faculty wju
then quit dancing to
"Hesi.
tation Waltz."
Frances R. Ferttit
ASH 13069
open

101

Editor:
Congratulations on your nil.
tonal of Tuesday, March 1, re.
garding the new policies
of
censorship of letters adopted by
the Spartan Daily. Perhaps it
might be a good idea
for contributors to send their letters
to the "Thrust and Parry" Section via the dean for approval,
Or better yetto show that sta.
dents can manage their mil
affairshow about instituting
a "Student Censoring Bureau"?
After all, JFK submits his
speeches to the State depart.
merit for approval, why not
Spartan Daily readers?
Enid M. Lucchesi
ASB 14362

keligiow
Orgattiptiom
Canterbury
Tales
a’ San JC,S0 State
-LIVE IT UP!
(but gently)
Don’t forget that even during
Lent, Sunday is still a feast day.
But don’t chain-smoke yourself to
death over the weekend. Live it up
with us moderately at Canterbury.
This Sunday we’re reading a play,
"The Deadly Game," by James
Yaffe.
Everybody get in the act. At 6.
Lenten Services
Evening prayer, 4:45 daily meat
Tuesdays.
Holy Communion -Tuesdays, 4:15 am.
Thursdays, 7:I5 a.m.
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South 10th

National Lutheran Council

St. Thomas Chapel
A

student chapel f or no caubley,
questioner, and believer.

Morning WorshipSun., 10 in.
Sermon: "Restritted by Our Desires
Place: 300 S. 10th at San Corks
Lutheran Student Association
Tuesday
6 p.m.: Lenten Worsho & Fast
"Population Explosion"
"Communion With Episcopalians?"
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CHITIN
300 So. 10th at San Carlos

FOCUS

l.

Far Meaningful Existence

Worship Sunday
.45 One Of These Nearby

Methodist Churches

OPERATION ABOLITION
and

OPERATION CORRECTION
Will Be Shown Sunday
at 6:00 p.m.

FIRST
Seats Clara Ith
Sts., rail & II a.m.

at
ROGER WILLIAMS
FELLOWSHIP
Church Services:
11:45 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 7:10 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 E. San Fernando
Georgeouq
John M

IlIns
I

1

P

United Campus
FREMMTERIAN
Sunday Morning College Class
"NEW TESTAMENT THOUGHT
AND MODERN CULTURE"
Christian Center 1300 So. 10th,
across from ellen Hall, close walking distance from ell residences)
9:30-10:30 (coifs St donuts served)
Leader: Don Ernrnel, Presbyterian
Campus Pastor
This Sunday: The Development of

the Gospel*.
(treettiertetwe provided to 11:00 worship
sotwicrill

sp.
pi

’Congratulations
For Censorship

Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor

Two Films,

0,

to:

ALL COLLEGE AGE
WELCOME

G. Winfield Bloat, Minister

5.

Getty,
Minister

Donald A.

ST. PAUL’S
me at sir Wu’
dere - ll,f1

4/11

Rev. Jane C.
Etheredga.
Knister

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
(Methodist Student Center)

Sunday at 6:00 p.m and
throughout the week.
CY 2.110
5th and Santa Clara
Minister
Campus
White
Benton
J.
Christian

Ministry

CoNDREDATIONAL.DISCIPLIS
Sunday Morning College Class
"OLD TESTAMENT THOUGHT
AND MODERN CULTURE"
9:45 to 10:45
So. 5th
First Christian Church. 80
11:00
&
8,30
Morning Worship:
Campus
Leader: Mari Rutledge,
Christ
of
Church
Pastor for United
el
This Sunday: The Beginning
Hebrew Culture’
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Banquet for Bob Hope
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SHOWS

THE MAN

WITHOUT A BODY
FRIGHT
BR iDES DRACULA
DAUGHTER OF DR. JEKYLL
,,,

our girls Natalie Wood, Janet
Leigh, executives Javit Warner,
Adolph Zukor, male stars Jimmy Stewart, Frank Sinatra,
comedians Hope and Jack
Benny.
eltOWD STIRRED.
It was a familiar setting. The
tuxedo-clad crowd consisted of
the same old faces accompanied
by the same bejeweled wives
and girl friends.
They were producers, directors, writers, moguls, actors,
actresses, agents, press agents
and hangers-on. Most are the
kind who groan at the beginning of a sports event when
they are forced to stand for the
playing of the national anthem.
Sinatra, acting as emcee,
opened formalities in typical
Hollywood style, with a wise
crack.
"Anybody interested in a hot
engagement ring?" he asked, referring to the sparkler Juliet
Prowse returned.
Jack Benny followed with a
riotous asortment of jokes. Jimmy Stewart, a brigadier general
in the Air Force reserve, Introduced Hope and at that moment
the Marine band burst into the
spacious International ballroom
of the Beverly Hilton hotel.
Its appearance, coupled with
Hope standing at the microphone, seemed to electrify the
gathering. A stirring march
blared out, bringing the crowd
to its feet in applause.

SOMETHING NEW
Old Glory was borne int() the
room by a smart honor guard
and the jaded Hollywoodites
cheered like kids at a parade.
Not even the hard-boiled,
world-weary producer sitting at
my table appeared self-conscious
when a tear glinted in his gimlet eye. His diamond-covered
wife shook with unaccustomed
emotion.
On the dais Sinatra. Benny
and the others were caught up
in spirit of the moment. Forgotten were the "inside" jokes
and chic banter.
When the hand broke into
"The Star Spangled Banner."
the crowd sang lustily. A betting man would have wagered a
fortune a few minutes earlier
that not more than a dozen in
the asemblage knew the words.
It was something to see and
hear.
"It was a tremendously 1710Ving experience," actor Stewart
said later. "I’ve never seen anything like it in Hollywood hefore. I don’t think it would have
happened if we had been honoring anyone hut Bob Hope."
At the end of the show the
band brought the audience to its
feet again with a medley of service marches from the Army,
Navy, Air Force and Marines.
It ended with hope’s theme
song, "Thanks for the Memory."
When it was over and all the
emotion spent, Hollywood’s elite
looked at one another as if
something new had come into
their lives.
They were tsr uuict. They were
pr utrut
17try, sir’

Weekend Co-Rec

Saturday’s weekend Co-Rec
activity is open swimming in the
men’s gym pool. The pool will
be open from I to 3 p.m.
Swim suits will be available
for the men, and towels are
available for all. Women are requested to bring their own swim
wear. A dressing mom will be
available for the women in the
Men
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Spartans Cast in Roles
Of Guild’s ’Julius Caesar’
awl Ronald Magnuson. the soothsayer
The leading roles of Caesar,
Miss k Anthony and Brutus si-e
held hy former students Kenneth Rugg, John Nimes and Nyberg. respectively.
The guild’s production will be
an unusual performance of "Julius Caesar" in that characters
will not wear the usual ancient
Roman togas but modern stylized costumes of no specific
country or era.
General admission to the Saturday matinees its 73 cents !Or
students and $1.30 for adults.
Reserved seats only are available for the evening performances. General admission is $2
Tickets will he sold to groups
of 25 students or more for 73
cents. All ticket t’ese-rvsit ions
may be made by telephoning
Mrs. John Iskra. ticket chairman, at CL 1-5470.

Former and present SJS students make up a major part of
the San Jose theater guild’s
cast for its up-corning modern
dress version of Shakespeare’s
famous tragedy "Julius Caesar."
The play will be presented
tonight and tomorrow night and
March 16 and 17 in Montgomery
theater at 8:30 p.m. Matinees
will be held at 2 p.m. March 10
RIM
IT.
Directing the unusual production is James Dunn. SJS alumand former part-time instructor on the campus. He will
be assisted by Cornier students
Peter Nyberg as technical director. Roger Ivie as stage manager and Deanna Election as
costume supervisor.
Members of the cast currently
enrolled at SJS include Richard
Ogden, who plays the role of
Casea: Mari -Lyn Henry. Portia:
Donna Stinecipher. Calpurnia

PAGEANTPat Travis, Karen Birlenbach, Elsie
Landis, Nancy Hall and Brad Hait, this year’s
managing director of +he 1962 Miss Greater
San Jose pageant, are adding nominations to

one of the numerous pageant ballot boxes
found in the San Jose area. Deadline for the
Pb0lo ht Bab Hall
entries is March 28.

Or

Tryouts for acting and technical crews for a full-length Play
written by an SJS graduate
student will lie held in Studio
theater. SD103, Monday at 4:20
p.m. and Tuesday at 3:30.
Students interested in the
production of original dramas
may participate in the tryouts,
regardless of their major.
"Seek and Ye Shall Find,"
a full-length original play written by graduate student Donald
Funk, will he produced later in
the semester.
The play is the work of the
Speech and Drama department’s
experimental theater class. Under Dr, Harold C. CraM, chairman of the fine arts area, senior and graduate students write,
direct and produce original
plays as a class.

What- Tariff Cuts
Will Mean in U.S.
11,1

wAstinwri

What can the A n Han (-mistimer expect to sine on the price
of imported goods as a result of
the new U.S. tariff-cutting
agreements with 31 non-Communist nations?
Here are some of the answers:
A nickle on a fifth bottle of
Scotch or Irish whiskey or gin.
About $21.30 on the average foreign-made car.
Seven cents on every dollar’s worth of nuts.
One dollar and a half on a
$30 wooden baby carriage.
Twenty rents on every $10
of field-hockey sticks, table tennis paddles, croquet mallets
and tennis nets.
Twenty dollars on a mon
fur coat of persian lamb, mink,
heaver, chinchilla, sable and
some other pelts.
These are typical of hundreds
of tariff reductions this country
agreed to make in exchange for
similar cuts by the six-nation
European Economic Community
(EEC), the United Kingdom and
24 other nations. The agreements were made public Wednesday.
MELBOURNE, Australia (Ulm
- George Cook, Australian heavyweight, 1916-1936, fought in Australia. England. Germany, Sweden,
United Stales, Stands Africa, Italy,
Ireland. Argentina and Canada Yvithout benefit of jets.
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.-:an Jose is again looking for
It’ young lady who will ably
represent the city in this year’s
Miss California pageant.
Applications are now being received for the M2SS Greater San
Jose pagent which will be held
April 28 in the Civic Auditorium. Contestant nominations
will be accepted through March
28.
Eligible entries for the pageant must be between 18 and 28
and be a high school graduate
by September 3. The aspirant
must never have been married.
Talent . trained or potential, ill
any of the fine arts is required

Sunday Showcase
Interviews Coach
A varied program i1 tipsfris,
interviews, music and news will
be presented on this Sunday’s
Showcase, weekly 9:30 p.m. radio program on KLOCK, 1170,
featuring San Jose State 0)1lege.
SJS track coach Bud Winter
will be interviewed by Norm
Shim on the coming season
Mrs. Elizabeth Stewar
sit ant professor of Englisi
continue her interviews wo :1
ternat lona! students.
A special musical ft-at!,
spotlight Miss Zoe Kan:
SJS singer from the Drama (l
part ment.
The usual campus news se,
tion of the program will als
be included on the program.

’Twist’ Exchange
At Resident Halls
Residents of Hoover and Allen
halls will enjoy an exchange
this Sunday at 6:30 p.m. The
"Twist" party will be staged in
the Allen Hall reereation room.
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Tryouts Start Pageant Nominations
Next Week Accepted
March 28
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MUST BE 21
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DINNER BOOK

Sax Jou attat

of the contestant. She may wish
In present a three -minute talk
on her desired career, her reasons. training and aims in that
career.
According to Brad Hail, this
year’s managing director for the
San Jose pageant, if the local
entry wins either Miss California or Miss America, prizes
will be awarded to her nominator.
Nominations can he made by
anyone of local citizentry. Entry
blanks are available at the nu.
merou.s Miss America displays
found in supermarkets and de
part ment stores around the Sail
Jose at-ea and, also, at the Sail
Jose Jaycee headquarters in Iii’
Civic auditorium.
-------
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Santa Clara

. ,mbershir in International
r Club will entitle you to
reeeire 22 wonderful dinrwrs -ON
TIIE HOUSE" at 22 of the fiElsc
restaurants. Isere III Oh- arra.

The INTERNATIONAL DINNER CLUB is a wonderful plan to
encourage you to dine out more often. You will certainly entry/
the finest of food served. Wonderful entertainment and service

ARE YOU

unsurpassed.. .. A Tremendous Saving’
Your 54.95 membership in The International Dinner Club is
good for a FULL YEAR and may be used up as fast, or as slow as
you wish. You’ll receive a handsome. pockerssized check book
containing 22 dinner checks, one for each of the different restau-

complimentary

rants. Each check is worth the full price of one
dinner with the purchase of a paid dinner of the same value.
So you see, you get two dinners for the price of one By using
certificates, you regain the full cost of
jusl

READING
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if
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one or two
membership.
You will receive your dinner book within a week,
can start using it and enjoying your wonderful dinners
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Swim Relay Teams Set Records;
May Win Trip to MA Finals
I.
lint% filtllOf
San Jose State savimmen. set
three school find two lamt reconts
as they downed ita San Francisco
Gaiont iti1-17, for their 2,lrd stc’uirfa
win yesterday
cm :ill 11 ON!
The Su’ali.i

I halls
neem dill plats,
(’51.511) beat S.itt Franciseo.
’flee biggest reeii:d set was in
the 1110-ard frecstvle where the
team ef Hell
eSttiali. l’ete
1/11%.* t’orhet. alill SiN.V..
’,kohl net :I lieSk milold and pool

COLOR’S
COMING!

Inman Crew After Win
Over Santa Clara Quint

record wills a thew of 325.11.
They had set both TeC0111.
San Jose Slate’s varsity basket::10.1 in last week’s meet with
ball five gets Its lust chant* to pick
Stanford. This fast clocking almost
up It West Coast Athletic conferiliS1111NS the learn a spot in thi
Ace win tomorrow night when it
NCAA championships to be held in
faces the powerful Santa Clara
(’Iambus, Ohio, Match 29-31.
Broncos at 8 In San Jose civic audiThe 400-yard medley relay team
tot ium.
of Bob Wrs:man, Phil Whitten, Bill
-Coach Danny Clines’ Sparta I lird. and Dave Corbet also broke
babes. fresh from Tuesday night’s
the school and pool records. Theo
long-awaited win over the Univer318.6. also assures !heti,
sity of Pacific froth, tangle with
or a t rip to Columbus.
the Bronco froth in the 6:15 prePhil Whitten broke his own
liminary.
school record in the 100-yard
Coach Mu Inmates Spartan
breaststroke a Ith a time of
varsity, shich dropped a hard?.:17.5. Ills time yesterday was
fought 62-56 contest to FOP
ime second faster than his old
Tuesday, nill base Its hands full
record.
in the encounter ssith Santa
As expected. SJS had little Brio Clara. Inman considers the Brunwith the Claims. In all but two
ei.: the hest team III IOC WCAC
ents the Spartans finished oneeven ti gh the leaatle tIth has
This is almost ii perfect recalready been snagged by Pepper.
.1 as only two men from each
dine.
.,..rm can swim in one event.
VANCE BARNES (24) goes up
In fact, the Spartans virtually
Santa Clara is tied with St.
for the rebound as Spartan
Jve up second place in the 200- .
Mary’s for second place in league
Dennis Bates (33) and Santa
...rti butterfly when they entered
Clara’s Leroy Jackson (15) look play with a 7-4 record. The Bron,,nly one man in the event Bill
on. The Broncos won the game cos hit a mid-season slump in
!lost. who took the contest in
which they lost two games each to
69-48 on Feb. 27.
12.3 seconds.
Pepperdine and Loyola l’ntil the
Jim Johnson (.4111111111et1
otastery aver opposing divers Meet Tomorrow Night
%% hen he won the event by 32.s..t
points over tea
te Ray Fields.
San Jose had two double winDon Black, who won the 220..:ird freestyle in 2:11.6, and then
.:ime back to win the 440 f ree-iyle with a time of 4:52.6.
Jim Monsees won the 200 indl% Waal medley with a time of
A casual instruction atmosphere nett says.
2:13.2. Later he took the 200
According to the graying, but
backstroke with a time of 2:15.5. has given gymnastics a breath of
young-faced coach, a good gymnast
In the 50-yard freestyle Dave life in the United States.
The bearing (he tone of teach- can perform both hanging and supwhet beat teammate Pete Sagues
h a time of 23.9. Steve Skold ing the sport has had dates back port events with skill.
The hanging events are the hori-.It the 100-yard freestyle with a to the 1930s, according to San Jose
State gymnastics Coach Clair Jen- zontal bars, the rope climb, and
me of 51.9.
the rings. The support events are
The mermen’s next meet is net t .
the parallel bars, the side horse
German instruttors and their
.1inst the University of Califor- I
programs gave the sport a repu- and the vault.
Mal oh Is. at Berkeley.
Jack Beekner, the University
tation 01 strict martial discipline
of Southern Califarnia’s gym which Ices only been allviated
Horne Prices
misfit’s coach. Is an example of
since the mid-1951K. From the
o.f
tPII ---Realty
a gymnast who ran perform all
1940s until then, gynoctsties acEquities corp. reports the average
these evnts with tnimpetenee.
tivity In our country Nlan almost
price of a TIM,V home in 1961 tvas
non-existent,
On Slide’s team, Jennett cited
S15
lime informality Coach Jennett Ted Carter, a versatile Spartan
ims to is evident as one watches who has excelled in gymnastics
Spartan gymnastics team, meets this year, as a gymnast who
POSITIVELY THE
At faces Stanton’ tomorrow at can perfrum proficiently all these
p.m., work out in the gym- events.
The Olympic events are being
..
ies room.
Although observing the men with stressed in gymnastics programs
icatchful eye as they practice across the United States, Jennett
I aim ex ents. Jennett’s advice is in says. "We have still. instead of
IN TOWN
j a casual manner, not in command flying, rings because the latter are
not used in the Olympics and rope
form.
climbing will probably be voted
SAHARA OIL CO.
j
"Basically, in gymnastics, you out by eastern and midwestern
"rid and William
work on building strength, flex- coaches this year."
Utility, and coordination," JetsItopetlimbing IN very popular
on the west coast, but not
stressed at all in the eastern part
01 the U.s., according to Jennett.
j Does gymnastics help one Irecome skillful in other sports?
"Improvement of strength im5rathfional Mazer
proves one’s ability in any sport,"
CD0
the coach says. "This is a sport
Black/Blue Blazer
where the individual’s strength is
S.N.5n
improved."
Repp tie. and Worsted
After adapting gymnastics skills
oxford hopsack slacks
do many people take up other
sports?
"On the contrary, many in other
sports decide gymnastics is best,"
Coach Jennett assures.

Easy Atmosphere
Saves Gymnastics

FIFTY

LOWEST
GAS PRICES

BUCKS
it

-Axxres cc!,
ENTER THE SPARTAN DAILY
NEED -A-NAME CONTEST
The Spartan Daily’s new color edition is just around the corner.
It will be here on April 40. There is only one minor detail . .
it doesn’t have a name! That’s where you come in. The Spartan
Daily wants your help in selecting o name for its color magazine
section. Not just any name mind you, but a clever, original, hard.
hitting, colorful name.

I

Sound interesting? Join the Need -a -Name contest. Here’s how:
CONTEST DATE:

March 12 through 22 linclusive

HOW TO ENTER:

Clip an entry blank, from the Spartan
Daily, fill it out completely, and drop
if in the COLOR CONTEST BOX in the
Spartan Bookstore.

WHO CAN ENTER:

All S.J.S. student body members except
Spartan Daily staff members
All faculty members. except Journalism
and Advertising faculty.
All employees of S.J.S.

NAME LIMITATION:

The winning names will be selected on
the basis of originality and how they fit
in with the names of other S.J.S. publications such as. La Torre, Lyke, Spartan
Daily. etc

CONTEST JUDGES:

Mr. Alvin Long, President of Long Adver
tising Inc San Jose advertising agency.
Mr. Robert Hickey, Sunday Editor, San
Jose MercuryNews.
Mr Brent Davis. President. ASO, San
Jose State.

PRIZES:

SSO 00 First Prize
S25.00 Second Prize
510 00 Third Prize

WINNERS:

Winners names will be published in the
Spartan Doily on the dote of the Color
Edition, April 4th

HINTS:

Check the Spartan Doily each day for
helpful hints.
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FORMAL
-WEAR
First in
0 formal wear
since 1906
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IN SAN JOSE
75 SOUTH 2ND
CV 4 -2 3 2 2
Opn Thursday until 8.30 p

WU

ITS THE TALK
OF SAN JOSE!

ANGELO’S

WCAC Standings
Team
Vir I.
10’ 1
Pepperdine
St, Mary’s
7’ 4
7 4
Santa Clara
6’ 5
Loyola
5’ 7
Pacific
4. 7
l’SF
SAN JOSE
0 11
’Includes forfeit win

PI
737
727
672
678
728
612
581
over

FAMOUS
DINNER
STEAK

Pa
606
735
628
680
786
687
613
5.114.

VISIT
OUR

Lariat

Room
SOON

Boxing Fatalities
NEW YORK (UPI) -- Twentytwo was the greatest number of
fatalities ever recorded for one
year as the result of boxing injuries suffered worldwide among
amateurs and professionals -- in

1953.

ANGEMS

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
BERKELEY SACRAMENTO
SAN MATEO PALO ALTO
SAN IOSE
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STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA
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IA utter of "Rally Round The Flag, B0myr","1.1..
etc.)
Many Loves of Dobi.

HOW TO BE A BWOC
’Ladies, let me he frank. The days of the college year dwindle
down to a precious few. And some of youlet’s ’face it- bave
not yet become BWOCs. Yes, I know, you’ve been busy what
with going to class and walking your cheskth, hut really, Indies.
becoming a BWOC is so easy if you’ll oil?? follow a few simple
rules.
’Ile first and most basic step on the road to lying a Me
1. to attract attention. Get yourself noticed. But be yen)
careful not to do it the wrong. way. I mean, any IOW
bound to be noticed if she goes around with a plaeard t1111
"HEY! LOOKIT ME!" Don’t you make such a horrid ,z ..
REGARDEZ N101 The-, as
On your placard put:
you can see, lends a whole new dimension of time and dignity.
Once you have been noticed, it is no longer necessary to catty
the placard. It will suffice if, from time to time.
distinct ivt noises, If, for instance, every three or fo,ii
you cry, "Whippoorwill!" you cannot but stay hi -I.
minds of onlookers.
We come now to clothes, a vital accessory to the BWOC
indeed, to any girl who wishes to remain out of jail. But to the
11514K’ clothes are more than just a decent cover; thcv .i. ,
it is not too much to Hay, a way of life.
This spring the "little boy look" is all time rage
,r
Every coed, in a mad effort to look like a little boy,:short pants, knee sox, and boysiiirts. But the BMW e douic
more. She has gone the whole hog in achieving little boyhood.
She has frogs in her pockets, scabs on her knees, down on lier
upper lip, and is followed everywhere by a dog named Spot.
All this, of course, is only by day. When evening fall- :Ind her
date crones calling, the BMX." is the very picture of chic Ica,
ininity. She dresses in severe, simple basic black, TPIIIIVIIII only
by a fourteen pound charm bracelet. Her hair is exquisitely
coitIed, with a fresh rubber band around the pony Lail. Iles

"ztyri

mu

VCII[ YOzi Pi*

-reAuss t Cos4JCII
Nta4 Jact

Bates, who calls "the best defers
siVP player in the league." will gel
the job of guarding the dangerue
Shields.

NEW’ YORE
Americans
smoked more than ever before in
1961.
The U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
estimated U.S. cigarette output
consiimplkm, including exv.15, at a record 528 billion cigarettes, up 4 per cent over 1960.
Smokers paid more than $6.9 billion for their cigarettes - $3.1
lion of which went into excise

!:F

C4Mst(*t5
tat net 4TATE COats1
se 3a.N.0JINI,

and Dentata iI te,; tcuart
vatic*
Barnes and Bill Vow. and Motet.
Harry Edwards.

Yanks Puff Away

;

Watch For Entry Blank Monday

Spartan Daily

slump the Broncos were rates’
among the nation’s top ’20 teams.
The Broncos are the tallest
club In the WCAC. Forward Gene
Shields is the biggest at 6-8,
%tittle forward Joe Wring Is 6-7,
renter Leroy Jackson la 6-51’i.
guard Roll Metier is 6-5 and
Kole Garibaldi, who plays both
forward and guard, Is also 6-5.
Burry Cristina 0-11 is the Play retaken
Inman plans to start the same
five players who got the nod in the
1.1011 game: forwards Rolf Dahl

6VadnOrPteld470

daytime sneakers have been replaced by fashionable Irish
heeled pinatas, and she does not remove them until she gets to
the movies.
After the movies, at the campus cafe, the BWOC
her severest test. The true BWOC will never, new, /Ili’
III(’ entire menu. Thio is gluttony and can only cause one.- ilhf,
It, blanch. The true BWOC will pick six or seven good entreis
end then have nothing more till dessert.. This is clam and is
the hallmark of the true RW’t X’.
Filially, the BWOC, upon being asked by the cigarette vendor
s Inch is the brand of her choice, will always reply, ’ Marlboro,
of eigirier For any girl knows that a Marlboro in oni.’s WWI
tIllOTYR one instantly as a person of taste and diseernin..nt..e,
the possessor of an educated palate, as a connoisseiir of the hirer,
loftier pleasures. This Marlboro, this badge of sareis-pirr,
conies to you iti flip-top boxes that flip, or in soft packs tiro are
NO11, with a filter that filters and a flavor that is Haven!, III all
e Isos ass samara
fifty states of the Union and Duluth.

Ve
u .Warlhoro On Campo K. Roy them duioiin,
too. Ea her place. YON Illet a lag to tike.
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Spartan Spikers in Stanford Relays Tomorrow
Varsity, Frosh Sick
List Still Growing
gy FRED RAG LAND
Winter’s flu-ridden
takes on Stanspartan track team
and Occidental at 1:30testp.m.
of
first real
-,trow in its
.easen- the Stanford relays.
Miller’s SJS fresh
,’Tach Dean
Jose city college today
San
meet
op p.m. at SJCC, in addition
to competing with the varsity toreros. at Stanford.
State varsity
The San Jose
,pikeN, plagued in recent weeks
miserable weather and a slopmet with antrack. have now
flu bug. In
other menace--the
odditIon, several of Winter’s athsore throats.
letes report colds or
those sufferof
list
The growing
now
a front the above maladies half.
Jeff Fishback,
includes railer
trier Lynn Peterson, miler Jose
Mood, sprinter Jim Flemons,
man Ed Marcos and
field event
high jumper Lynn Gold.
Except for Fishback, Winter still
Dam Bud

)US
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VISIT
DUR

rut,
,om
OON

liow About Breakfast and
Bowling Sunday Morning?

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos
CT 4-2810

has hopes his ailing attilT.tes will
be ready by tomorrow. But he
won’t know for sure until the 1:301
starting time.
The Spartan trash have also been
afflicted by the "bug," with sprint
sensation Lloyd Murad and halfmiler Mike Gibeau hardest hit.
Even Miller had a sore throat yesterday.
With the 31J91 varsity weak- I
ened by Illness, the academic axe
(Jeff Chase and Bob Bonds) and
Injuries (Dennis Johnson and
Bruce McCullough). Stanford,
Improved over last year, should
provide stiff competition for the
Spartans.
But the toughest opponent will
probably be Occidental, a perennial southern California powerhouse. SJS barely nipped Oxy In
last year’s triangular, 63-59 1/3.
Stanford trailed with 392/3.
Winter says that Occidental is
so strong in the relay events that
they will probably run two teams
in each event: Oxy’s top men are
Steve Haas (9.5 in the century).
Dixon Farmer (47.1 in the 440) and
Dave Servis (14-10% in the pole
vault).
Stanford’s biggest event is the
discus where Dave Weill (136-7)
and Don Bell (171-11) flex their
muscles. Art Batchelder has
gone 233-3 in the Javelin for the
Indians, while Harry McC’alla
has toured the mile in 4:09.
Top men (probably) competing
for SJS are Jimmy Omagbemi (9.4
in the 100), Willie Williams (46.4
in the 440), Dan Studney (244-4 in
the javelin and 174-4 in the discus I.
Walt Roberts (23-8 in the broad
jump) and Jose Azevedo (4:14.4 In
the mile).

Shriners’ Praise
Burton, Donahue
For Contribution

...when it comes to
Artists’ Supplies . . .

Mack Burton and Oscar Donahue

have received thanks from the
Shriner’s Hospitals for Crippled
Children for their contribution in
the 37th Annual Shrine East-West
football game, Dec. 30, 1961.
In a letter to Pres. John T. Wahlquist, W. M. Coffman, managing
director, said, "These young men
were excellent representatives of
your university, as well as great
football players."
Burton, who scored the West’s
first touchdown, has indicated he
will sign a professional contract
with the British Columbia Lions of
the Canadian league. Donahue has
been drafted by Green Bay of the
National Football league.

. . . professors come to

WroLs_g

Lyke Soon

ARTISTs
PPLIES
PICTURE FRAMES
PAINTS & WALLPAPERS

2 Stores
112 So. 2nd St.
CY 2-1447
and
Valley Fair Shopping
Center

An inside look at track and
parking problems, a pseudo-sociological survey of the Spartan
cafeteria and an interview with a
key personality in entertainment
will he included in the miring edition of Lyke magazine, public
relations director David Ballak
announced yesterday.
The March 21 issue will include
60 pages of features and cartoons. Magazines will be on sale
in front of the library, bookstore
and ea/eterla for 33 cent,

sports
’Friday, NItirch tt.

By GARY ANDI t:sON
Pete Magrini, Santo ,,Ira pitcher, limited San Jose State’s varsity baseballers to one run and six
hits yesterday afternoon in a baseball game that saw the Broncos
come out with an 8 to 1 victory.
The game, which was played on
the Spartan practice field across
from Municipal stadium, lasted two
and one-half hours in cold windy
weather.
Magrini was in trouble only
twice, that being in the fifth and
,ixth innings. The Spartans put
two men on base in the fourth
inning but a double play engineered by the Bronco first basecoon ended the threat.

Alt
HARRY EDWARDS tips in a basket against
Pepperdine in a game the Spartans won but
were later forced to forfeit. Going up with Edwards is Harry Dinnel. Waves involved in the

Racketmen Face
USF Here Today;
Douglas Victorious

the scoreboard in the sixth inning

Bob Warlick (15) and Noel Smith (41). Dennis
Bates (33), Vance Barnes (24) and Bill Yonge (32)
are the Spartans involved. 0." 1.

Fisher, SJS
left fielder, and a run-producing
double by Mark Bower.
Spartan pitchers Jim Visher and
Bill Dawson were in trouble
throughout the game. Santa Clara

The Beachcombers beat the Gridtrotters and Gorgo’s Body Snatchers downed AROTC #1 to reduce
the A league tie for first place
from three teams to two.
Led by Norm Costa’s 13 points,
Beachcombers topped previously
first place Gridtrotters, 31-29. Leon
Donahue led Gridtrotters with 14.
Paul Chaplik’s 11 points was
high for Gorgo’s, as they topped
AROTC #1, 36-22. Bill Kindred
and Chuck Zagala were high point
men for AROTC with eight.
Ventura moved out of a tie for
first place in the B league by beating the Red Hoard. Ventura has a
3-0 record and A.A. has a 2-0 mark.
Richard Hiser led Ventura with
19 and Ron Gerevas led the Red
Hoard with 11.
The 234 club won its first legal
game of the season, downing Gregory’s 31-29 in E league action. Dirk
McMillan was high man for 234
with 27 points. Ron Pridmore lest
Gregory’s with 12. Reed Street

Raiders won on a forfeit by Ripples.
Moulder’s Gestapo remained in
first place in the F league by beating the Bucket Dunkers, 43-31. ,
Larry Hansen led Gestapo with 17,1
and Gary Strom was high man for
the Dunkers with 10.
Intramurals Director Dan Unruh
reminded participants in the intramural table tennis tournament that
the last day for third and fourth
round games to be played is March
14.

Star Of The 20’s

Record Base Runner
0.

play are Dave Dougan (31), Lee Tinsley (43).

A Loop First Place
Held by Two Teams

The Spartan tennis squad meets
the University of San Francisco’s
recketmen today at 2 p.m. on the
new Sari Jose State tennis courts.
The locals ran into wet weather
Tuesday, forcing the postponement
of the scheduled match with Stanford university.
Local tennis enthusiasts were
given a treat Wednesday. however,
when Whitney Reed and Jack
Douglas, U.S. Davis Cuppers,
played an exhibition match in Spartan gym.
Reed. former NCAA singles
champion while attending San Jose
State, and now No. 1 rated amateur in the nation, was thumped by
Douglas, 6-4, 6-1.
Douglas played a top game, scoring on brilliant shots all over the
court.
Today’s Spartan’- Gator tennis
match will serve as valuable practice for the locals, as they prepare
for an upcoming match with the
mighty California Bears, Tuesday,
at Berkeley.

COLUMBUS,

San Jose put their lone mark on

(UPI’ - Out-

fielder Evar Swanson, then with
Columbus of the American Association, set a record that still
stands by circling the bases in
13.3 seconds in 19:12.

NEW YORK (UPI, - Bob),
Jones, dominant figure on IL
golf links in the 1920’s, won th.
U.S. amateur championship
1924, 1925, 1927, 1929 and 19
and took the U.S. Open title
1923, 1926, 1929 and 1930.

on a single

by Carl

BANK OF AMERICA BLDG.
Second Floor
CYpress 2.1939

(Assoc. Prof., Berteley Baptist
Divinity School)

WHAT DOES IT MEAN
TO BE A CHRISTIAN?
Topics:
Friday -"In the Church"
Sunday -"In His Stops"
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: FELLOWSHIP HALL

Grace Baptist Church
101h and E. San Fernando
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SHAFT
SALA
SitISTONE

SECTION THROUGH
GNOME EVENT

Saturday, March 17th

K&G
Kitchen
im

Direct from France

The famous
HELYETT 10-SPEED
ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPECIAL
21" to 25" foal.: Ustzsl fully *quipped

Terms

$92.59

Trade-ins

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda

6:30a m.
to
9:00 p.m.

Daily

no ow em mei

An artist’s conception of Project Gnome, a step toward providing power and isotopes from underground thermonuclear detonations. This area of endeavor is part of Project Plowshare, initiated at
the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory of the University of California. Other Plowshare projects under
study include the excavation of an experimental harbor in Alaska, production of oil from tar sands,
control of groundwaters, mining applications, and other novel itietie1 twill; the energy of nuclear

explosives.

CT 3-9766

242 MERIDIAN ROAD
Bet. Perk & Son Carlos
Free Parking
CTpross 7.1939

Traiel cepace

ct.

RUSTLER FORMA
CLAYSTONE$

Thru

pair of

JUST ARRIVED!!

91fC.

SAN JOSE 13.

The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory is working in the areas
of Nuclear Propulsion, Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions, Nuclear Explosives for
Industry and Defense, Space
Physics, and other advanced
problems in Nuclear Physics
and Engineering.

ANHYDRITE

----------
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hits.

illiams
Conducted by Prof. Arthur L.
of The Oberlin Lonserkatory of Music
Departs New July 12
56 days ... countries
Cabin Clam ... SS t nited States
Festival performances and special twents
in all 7 countries.
I1T.l8.00 from New York
all Jot detail

Saturday, March 10th

am no

proved to be San Jose’s big gun at
the plate by collecting

Musical Europe Tour

Will help us find new meanings,
greater depth, and renewed vitality, through the power of Jesus
Christ.

in

The Broncos tallied single runs
In the second, seventh and ninth
innings. In the third a pair of
walks, two singles and a double
gave the Santa Clarans three
runs and gave them a lead they
never lost. In the fifth Inning a
triple and two singles gave theBroncos their final two runs.
Bower, Spartan center fielder.

DR. WILLIS SHOTWELL

PIERCE CANYON REDPEDS

for only . . .

12 hits

CONTACT LENSES
A COMPLETE OPTICAL LABORATORY

Spaghetti & Meat Balls

Street

tor

/-)/7 st ription Opticians

SANDSTONES -sHAtes

10th

were good

Power from below

A Steaming Hot Plate of

South

batters

collecting their eight runs.

PACE OPTICAL COMPANY

OMB MI 1=11 IMO MI II=

39’

DAILY -6

SPARTAN

SJS Nine Bows
To Broncos, 8-1

r
Grand Opening!
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ON MARCH 13

Laboratory staff members will
he on Campus to interview outstanding students in the Physical Sciences and Engineering.
Call your placement office
for art a mann ment

LAWRENCE RADIATION
LABORATORY
Of the University of Cahfornso

Berkeley and Livermore,Cohlorni

CALIF

---111.1111111111

0--STA MAN [KILT

Aero Bldg. Makes Debut on ’North Campus’ Physics Prof
tt

el...61../41.11111a/t/litiry COMBAIRN
I XS buililgi i... ,111,11011 A long l’001111 is divided
.1
making its debut at San Jose by an accordion curtain which
State. Its location is desii,mated creates two classrooms where the
as north campus by Pres. John " "book work’ is considered. Two
I.Vrahlquist, because the building is conlerence rooms adjoin the classon Coleman ave., near the San rooms and serve as a meeting
place for upper division seminais.
Jose Municipal airport.
TRAINERS
In 1952 a decision faced Thomas
Economy was carried into the
E Leonard, head of the aeronautics department, which ultinuitely Link trainer area, where the deopened the doors to the new aero- 1 partment has secured two trainnautics facility in January 1962. 1 ers, one a large model costing
Leonard. in 1952, had his choice $15,000. and the other a smaller
to include his department in the one at $9000.
"We got these fur nearly nothsoon-to-be completed Engineering
building or to accept housing in a ing on the surplus market,"
second quonset hut attached to1 Leonard said.
Aeronautics graduates have
the Engineering department, west
been looking after their old deof the Men’s gym.
partment. Richard Watson, who
Leonard chose the latter, prewas graduated three and a half
ferring the "somewhat larger
years ago, found a wind tunnel at
quarters the quonset had to ofAmes laboratory at Moffett field
fer." As a result of this divorce
that was just about the size needfrom the Engineering division, the
eel at the SJS aero lab,
aeronautics facility was on its
"It was through Watson’s efown.
forts that we secured the tunnel
MOVED IN
on a long-term loan basis from
Then, at the end of the fall NASA," explained Leonard.
semester this year, the departThe NASA tunnel is a long,
ment moved into its new t i. e-aere as-tangular device with a 50
aerttss
fri
site On CUlernall
horsepower engine- connected out the EMC plant.
sale the building to cut noise. The
The new facility houses a engine runs a turbine which kicks

THE CHARCOAL BROILER
(UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT!

SPECIAL TO S.J.S.C. STUDENTS
13 for the price of 12
FREE DEI.1% ERY
Hours: Hon.- Thurs. 7:31) am. to 9:30 p.m.
Fri. - Sun. it am. to ? p.m.
C) 7-%32
32. W. SAN EVIIN-X\DO

Approved Apartments Still
Available for Men & Women
TO DATE
MODERN UP
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
RENTS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

CY 7-8877

cptilttaft

,

RENTAL Pwaext

1

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

AEROSPACE
"The production lab is where
our business and technical people
get a good background in the
aerospace field" Leonard said.
A strange sight in a modern
technical classroom is the woodworking lab. As Leonard explained, "There is still a need fur
e.e..ai
b
ad
aviation."
For the full length of the main
laboratory, a three-ton crane runs
overhead. The crane is controlled
by a man walking beside the
equipment he is moving. He
pushes buttons on a console to
control the forward, as well as
sideward, motion of the lift,
RUNWAY ACCESS
"Although we have no immediate plans for a student flight testing program, such as Ohio state
and Illinois have, we will have
access to the main runway at
municipal airport." commented
Leonard.
There will be a 60 foot gate
leading away from the main lab
that will join the taxiway, under
construction, which parallels the
existing main runway. The new
Aero building has complete refueling facilities, similar to any small
airport.
Safety has not taken a back
seat in the new building. In the
plating room where acids are
I handled, there are two overhead
1, emergency showers which can be
activated by grabbing a chain.
These showers will dissipate any
acid that has splashed on the body
or face.
MAIN EXPENSE
The main expense runs in noisesuprr,ssion devices in testing the
-

BAKER’S DOZEN ON B.B.Q. SANDWICHES

485 So. Ninth St.

thrt.Migh a six-inch pipe, whiels,
in turn, reduces the air flow Into
a narrow chamber which can blow
the air past a glass observation
window at twice the speed of
Sound.
NEW CAMERA
In conjunction with the tunnel,
the Aeru department will soon
have a new camera which will be
able to photograph various miniature airfoils as they refceive varying blasts of air from the turbine.
and will be able to record the
shuck waves experienced by the
probe.
A production process lab
houses 24 student stations, where
problems dealing with material
fabrication are studied. Heats as
high as 2000 degrees fahrenheit
can be duplicated here.

;Duple. Very attract. and cornfor
Cu et. Only $85 mo. AN 9-4576.
South Lake Tahoe, 4 min. from stateline
t, Heavenly Valley. sleeps 12, fireplace,
:,d. :ncluded. Pots, pans, dishes, piano:
1.,‘ per weekend. Call collect Dick
.re. K’rnball 4.2852.

Authors Text
A new lower division
ics text, "Principles of
Physielo
has been authored by Dr.
Earnest
S. Greene, professor of physks
A text with emphasis un
pragi.
ples, analysis and reasoning,
the
book will be published in
April hy
Prentice-Hall, inc.
Dr. Greene, a graduate of
S.IS.
has taught here fur 34 years. lit
obtained his roaster’s degree
1,
1930, and a doctorate in 1939
from
Stanford university.
A reaching
specialist for the
army during World War 11,
br.
Greene has served as chief of
isdiological safety services in the
Santa Clara county civil
defense
program.
ADVERTISEMENT -

AERO LABA three -ton overhead crane runs
the full length of the new Aeronautics building,
near San Jose municipal airport. Special nine

foot high doors appear at left to facilitate
extra -large demonstration equipment which
must pass beneath.

floor and is covered when not in
use. When opened, the pit serves
as a swing area for a large cornmercial propeller.
"We have our own heating, cool.
ing, vacuum, air compression and
Isaler system. The only thing
keeping us from really being on
our own is our telephone. We are
still part of the SJS campus exchange," said Leonard, asserting
self -suf ficiency.
rhe new building will be dedimight cause a faulty adjustment. cated next fall," said Leonard.
TODA
PROP TESTING
"By then we will have moved in,
Industrial Arts club, speaker.
In the propeller testing area, a and all our equipment will be in
Gene Conner of Miller Electric
Manufacturing co., automotive lab, deep pit has been built into the full operation."
IA147, 11:30 a.m.
Newman club, Stations of the
CHARM
Cross, St. Patrick’s church, 9th and
E. Santa Clara, 7:30 p.m.
By JOAN IMIG
Spartan Chi, dance, members
Charm is a unique quality that shines like a lamp upon those within
free, all invited, WG22, 9-1 p.m.
its radiance. It’s an extra something we can do without charm, but
Kola club, party, WG22, 8:15 p.m.
it’s dull and boresome to do so, because the luxury and grace of charm
takes us out of the mediocre, stamps a loveliness on place and person.
TOMORROW
Co-Rune, swimming, MG pool, 1-3
Charm raises our lives out of the humdrum and makes it possible for
p.m.
us to express our individualitythat is why charm is a unique quality.
You’ll
find a person charming when he has found the time to develop
Newman club, after game dance,
an individual personality. Still it is more than individualism because
50 cents for non-members, 25 cents
charm is a softnessa glowan added something that sends out light
for members, Newman hall, 79 S.
and warmth.
Fifth St., after game until 1 a.m.
A very good example of charm can be found at Original Joe’s
SUNDAY
Rest
t. at 301 S. First St., in San Jose. Here you will find delecWesley foundation, controversial
table Italian and American dishes served in a typically "San Francisco"
staff all
films, "Operation Abolition," and
artists of the cuisine; and
atmosphere by an expert
you will find that added something, a warm espression of the person"Operation Correction," Fellowship
ality
of
the
owner.
You’ll
find
Original
Joe’s is a charming place to
hall of the Grace Baptist church,
dineto enjoy authentic Italian dishes and the finest cocktails,
484 E. San Fernando St.. 6 p.m.
turbine engines. A muffling systent has to connect to the air intake as well as the exhaust system.
The new building Is a first in
many ways. The people who designed and built the structure had
never worked on an aeronautics
building. The entire aero staff

Spartagulde

submitted their basic requirements
to the builders and then worked
with them whenever possible.
Special nine-foot doors base
been installed in many of the 1
equipment testing rooms, making,
it possible to roll large demon- ,
stration devices into these areas.,
In one such room, a shielded cabmet allows navigation and cornmunication equipment to be prei rtahdoiou twainyteserfeurchnac.he

Mrs. R. McCroskey,
Housemother,
Escorts Tour
%Ir.:. Hot, t \ I..
flounces she will es; oft L
girls from San
Nate
on a sheweek tour to Hassaii
sununer. All creeds are
invited to join her.
The group will join "ill1 Set
girls from other campuses aims
the U. S. on the well.knosn llos
ard Tour, the original study -Fun
program to the l’acifii. Girls hair
a choice between raMplrm dormitory residence at the Lnixersity of
Hawaii or apartment ’king at
Waikiki Reach. The pier of $589
includes trawl by jet flight from
California to Honolulu and return.
living accommodations, five right.
seeing trips while in Honolulu, a
full program of social events ineluding introduction parties, lash.
ion shows, dinner-dances, and rut
tural events, as well as Mating
and beach sports events at Waikiki
Reach. Optional visits in the romantic outside islands are alo
available and tour members .an
top their summer off sith a
over at the Seattle Worlifs Fair
on the way home. Return by boat
may be arranged at adjuaed fares.
In addition, students may enroll
at the University of ifosaii summer session, earning up to six
units of credit, either undergraduate or graduate. The rniversitt.
which offers a wide range of
courses, is particularly noted for
such unusual courses as the Bane.
of Hawaii, Food., of the Pacific.
Costumes of Asia, Zen Buddhism,
Japanese Dance and its Musir, or
Conversational Cantonese!
Limited space in Stall available
and girls aishing farther interiiu.
lion and enrollment forms should
call Mrs. Merro-k’-,
2
Gamma House, I

Job Interviews
Note: Interviews Cr. held in the
Nacement Office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of the
interview. Students are requested to
sign up early.Ed.

TODAY
General Electric Co. will interview majors in electrical, indusTr) PLACE AN AD:
trial, mechanical, general, metalCall at Student Affairs Office
lurgical and chemical engineering,
Room 16, Tower Hall. or
as well as mathematics manors.
WANTED
Send in Handy Order Blank
Hewlett-Packard cct will interwith Check or Money Order.
Roommates. QUICK for app. apt. Pool.
No Phone Orders
view electrical and mechanical enJ son’. 428 So. 11M. CV 8-4922.
gineering majors.
Need female roommate or vacancy in
FOR SALE
The Emporium will Interview
Phone CL 8-7412,
’
majors in liberal arts for a marketCO $2.?
.
Studio Couch
C.c"Di M,,rt
Phone 295-I ’’
ing and retailing executive trainSERVICES
ing program (merchandising and
Nortalco electr.c shaver, end Post Versa.
sales supporting departments).
Will do typing in my home.
boo 5Ae Rile. Both items are Ole new.
CV 4.1313.
CV 8-5459.
Exeter Union High School disTackomiterSun tack for eight cylinder. Private lessons and tutoring in Russian. trict (Tulare county) will interview
8eix.or: 8.5. Twelve volt system. $30.00. Al’ stages. Taught by native. Cal’ work high school teaching condidates.
after 5 p.m. CI’ 3-1953.
Ca CY 3.9573. ask for Bob Ricci.
Livermore Elementary district
Dorm contract. Phoee Steve O’Keefe Conversation study for very advanced (Alameda county) will interview
CV 4 2927, Mmolder Hal; I. -rave phone students of French by French native. teacher candidates for elementary
, CV 5.2865.
school positions.
Monterey City schools will interSkis-1(801e Comb. $40. 69". Kniesel ’ Typing in my home. All student papers.
et-. AN 9.4805.
’. c -.135. 69 . Ercel cond. CV 7.8381. tsreh
view prospective teachers interest.
’58 TR-3 in er,al. condition, Must oil TypingTheses. Term papers, Reports, eat in teaching at the elementary,
junior high and high school levels.
finances. $1195. CV 3-9418. e-_. CV 3.0208.
MONDAY
MISCELLANEOUS
The State of Alaska will inter’55 Olds Hrdtp. W W HR. 5495, Call
Hey fellass.4, mom’s cookies? Quality view teacher candidates for ions’.
’ A 2-8834 69 p.m.
’noona. ludicrous P Pres! urns in elementary. junior high
and
579r
HiFi phone. Hallicrafters autcmat., 3
high
et.sloohcs
spd. twin spkr. ronsolef ,
E.,.
Pacific Coast Sailing School. Box 328,
Oxnard Elementary d 1strict
$55. AL 2-9076.
2.2480.
,
(Ventura county! will interview
Dorm contract. Phone Jon Kent CV 4
prospective teachers for positions
HELP WANTEDMALI
6019. Leave name and phone.
_
in elementary schools.
meal
;
Evening
hashers.
Three
W.aafed:
20’ Kit house trailer for sale. $500. Call
41
CH 5-0348.
’50:1174:30000300000000000139e1
Senior studnts ,..+1, pleasant personal’
RENTALS
.
.
l.2 per
I ss
Hohour q qqrso 5,,,. p us bonus.
urs will b.Room’ for men with or without V .P. $20- 5--d
a
week.
Se’.
days
f’ve
m-.
: 9 P
575 -,. 426 So. 7th St.
, 5.., t-, -..
D.i
d. may ad
e she entertainm..,
for all occasions
Lg. fare, apt 8th & St. James. 4 men s.... ,r, r..; Fr. ’s Scl,ian. THE INTEPNA-,,_ 4A1._ :., NNE’? CLUB, 460 Pork Ave
Si 2:, cr. call AN 9.0104.
Alm -.. 1 CY 5-3310. Ert. 3.
Modern studio fcr 2 0, 3-616-. kit. 180.
8.1588.
6
9th. CV
Wanted: Boy o work in after’’
PPrsonalized Stationam
"-oe’s a day plus small salon,
in various colon;
Room, board. Women students, 3 meals ""*.
S,.
on s-,hool days. CV 4.4622, Cathoi
Womens Center.
LOST AND POUND
Select now for Easter
Small apt., $60. Large 1.bdrin., $105. Pest Worthy Advisor’s necklace. Moth.,
of re.rar’ :told Rainbow emblem
1.1’:’ es pd. ES 70796.
gavel on It. Reward, YO 7-0369,
Mother’s Day Cards
Have Rm. & lid. for boys and oirls
Ni-ely cure. It in. Amer. cooking. 65 Sc. Lost: Typed German letter on L
Father’s Day Cards
13th Su.
paper. CI’ 3.0979.

DVAL
FILTER
DOES IT!

figs
I ’Ne.,

IFY

_.

s,..,

College oppteyed room asd board tO, Lost: Long, narrow, brown walls.
ward Call 241.2536. Need papers,
^P," Monthly. 43 5, Sit. 5..

-

Boa
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SAC P.,’
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that corn
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Rau of
Dr. Ric
8IPerinte
tins san
ntory 1101
reomme!
Cloves
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"Tareyton’s Dual Filter in duas parte: divisa est!"
says Publius (Boom -Boom)

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
INNER FILTER

Aurelius, Coliseum crowd-

pleaser.

Boom-Boom, "Tareyton is one filter cigarette that
really delivers de gustibus. Legions of smokers are switching.
Try a couple of packs of Tareytons. They’re the packs

Says

PURE WHITE
OUTER FILTER

Romana!"

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton

- -

Neat fare. apt. 2 bdrm.
blk. to col. Lost: One pair of men’s black 1.1,6n,0
glasses. Reward. AN 4-9624, Frank.
lege! 12 So. Stir St. CV 5.5311.
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